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8/1/02 12:57PM
Re: Fwd: Tentative Agenda is attached

Mahendra,

they are included now.

Bernie

>>> Mahendra Shah 08/01/02 12:36PM >>>
Bernie:

In the topics for the structural breakout session, please include the computer codes validation and
uncertainty analyses. Thanks.

Mahendra

>>> Bernard White 08/01/02 11:18AM >>>
I have worked on and attached my idea of a tentative agena. Please review it and provide any comments
to me so that I can send it to SNL later today.

thanks
Bernie

>>> Mahendra Shah 08/01/02 08:42AM >>>
Bernie:

I agree with Bob's suggestion. This way each of us will have an overall understanding of the status, and
how each piece fits into the whole picture, and who needs to do what to complete the picture. I believe we
will all fly on Tuesday afternoon. Thanks.

Mahendra

>>> Bernard White 08/01/02 08:37AM >>>
RTA Group,

Bob and I just had a discussion about the agenda for our trip to SNL. Bob's suggestion was that we
devote Wed morning to an overivew of the whole project, start to finish. then we break out on Wed
afternoon and Thursday morning with our techincal counterparts. then we conclude the discussion
Thursday afternoon with another general session to see where we are, in response to our specific
technical discussions.

Thoughts on this ??????

Bernie

>>> Mahendra Shah 07/31/02 04:51 PM >>>
Bernie:

It appears that the structural personnel could still fly out on Wednesday AM, and attend the remaining
parts of the two-day agenda, because the Wednesday morning session is primarily on radiological
consequences. The start time for the Wednesday afternoon meeting could be changed to 2:00 PM by
delaying lunch to 12:30 PM. Thanks.


